Introduction

Coronavirus created all over the world a fear of death. How this virus was originated? The standard explanation from the Chinese was that in the wet market of Wuhan as there are Bat meat and Pangolean meat, virus was originated there and gradually spread all over Wuhan and other areas of China and then all over the world. However, serious doubts are now raised in the non-Chinese world. The reason is Bat was not sold in the wet market of Wuhan. There are active research going on in the Institute of Virology in Wuhan on various deadly virus, under the control of the Chinese military. Questions are raised whether accidentally virus was released from that Institute or it was deliberate.

According to NTD News, a web magazine, since last December 2019 China imported masks and other personal protection materials worth millions of Dollars from all over the world through the overseas Chinese creating worldwide shortage, although China itself is the biggest producer of these items. Since November 2019, China knows about Coronavirus, when one Chinese died in early November 2019 in Wuhan. The first foreign victim was in December 2019 in Thailand, which receive millions of Chinese sex tourists every year. Prof Liebar of Harvard University Biology department was arrested for receiving $1.2 million to support the Institute of Virology in Wuhan, the center of Coronavirus. Thus, a conspiracy angle cannot be ignored.

According to Epoch Times, a web magazine (youtube.com/watch?v_GDD7dtDaymM&t_316s) China has created this virus as a part of its strategic plan to create chaos in the world, which will serve its purpose of defeating the USA on a world scale.

Wuhan is the largest city in Central China. Institute of virology is controlled by the Chinese army. Chinese President Xi also came from the Chinese army. Thus, it is important to know to what direction their research is going.

On 3 December, 2019, an unknown pneumonia virus was detected in the wet market of Wuhan, which sells all kinds of wild animals including snakes, and domestic cats, dogs for food. One person was infected and died. It was told that the virus came from bat, but that market does not sell any bats. That market is closed down on 26 January, 2020. Chinese government still insisted that the source of this new virus was that wet market.
In the British journal called Lancet, on January 24, 2020 a Chinese scientist Dr. Chaolin Huang [1], who is the Deputy Director of a specialized hospital in Wuhan for the victims of this new virus, published an article, which is the result of research by his team conducted for the period between 1 December 2019 and 1 January 2020. He and his team claimed that the virus obtained from the victims is unrelated to the wet market in 14 out of 41 cases, and there was no bats in the wet market at all.

Prof Judy Mikovits of the Institute of Antiviral Mechanism, of the Utah State University, USA, where she was the Director, explained this new virus is 100 percent mutation of SARS virus, which created fear in 2002-2003 worldwide (Epoch Times). There is a Spike Protein, which can unlock the natural protection of human cells, but Spike Protein cannot naturally invade human cells, unless it was enhanced to do that artificially. Thus, this new virus must be manufactured. A group of Dutch scientists with Dr Van Doremalen [2] published their finding in March 13, 2020 in the New England Journal of Medicine, that HCOV-19 (which is also called SARS-COV2) is similar to SARS-COV1. That supports the earlier finding of a group of Indian scientists with the lead scientist, Prasant Pradhan, and 8 other scientists of School of Biology of the IIT Delhi, that the unique insertion in the 2019-nCOV of spike protein of HIV-1 gp 120 and HIV -1 Gag, which give this virus ability to destroy bodys natural immunity [3].

On 3rd January, National Health Commission of China gave the order to the Wuhan Institute of Virology that all its documents and samples collected by Shi Zheng Li and her team should be destroyed. Who is this Shi Zheng Li?

She had studied upto Masters level in the Institute of Virology in Wuhan. Then she did her PhD in the University of Montpellier in France. France had collaborated with China on many scientific areas including Chinas nuclear explosion in 1964 when China has no nuclear reactor but France supplied the materials to China. France helped to create the Institute of Virology in Wuhan.

In 2002-2003, Shi Zheng Li discovered the SARS virus and in 2010, she and her team found out that Spike protein can help the Coronavirus to move from one specie to another by adding a component from the HIV virus. That was published in China in Chinese language.

On October 2013, in the British journal Nature, Shi Zhang Li and her team published an article that a new virus which causes Pneumonia can be extracted from bats (2013). On November 2015, in the British journal Nature Medicine, she and her team published another article showing a synthetic virus which can go from one specie to another and she did an experiment on monkeys [4]. This is the origin of the Coronavirus.

That caused concern in the scientific community. Prof Simon Wain Hobson of the institute Pasteur of Paris expressed his fear explicitly on this type of research of Shi Zheng Li. As a result, French Government curtailed all collaboration with the Institute of Virology of Wuhan. President Obama stopped financing research on genetic manipulations.

Shi Zheng Li [4] and her team added a new component HIV-gp41 to this synthetic virus, which she has published in the Nature Medicine in 2015, which removes the protection of the human cells and help the passage of the Spike protein in the human cells, which makes this new virus deadly. The argument of the Institute of Virology of Wuhan on 24 January was that 2019-nCOVID virus is identical to the virus BAT Cov Ra TG 13, which came from bats. Institute of Virology of Wuhan patented that virus [5-8].

The Director of Wuhan P4 Lab in Wuhan, Wang Yan Yi is now suspected of releasing that new virus either deliberately or accidentally. French Government initially supported that P4 lab in Wuhan whose director was Yuan Zhiming and former Vice President of that P4 Lab was Jiang Mianheng, who is the son of the former Chinese President Jiang Zemin who in 1989, at the time of the visit of Gorbachev to China, killed 8000 students demanding democracy, in the Tiananmen Square in Peking.

Shi Zheng Li is now disappeared; she had created the 2019-nCOV virus, which is now infamous as coronavirus by adding a component of HIV virus to the SARS virus thus making it deadly.

Shi Zheng Li [9], Jiang Zicheng, grandson of that killer ex-president of China Jiang Zemin got the exclusive right to manufacture and sell an antidote of coronavirus named Remdisivir from his pharmaceutical company in China.

The question is why on earth the Chinese researcher rather than doing research on how to cure people will put their energy on how to kill massive number of people with this invisible weapon of a virus. Behaviour of the Chinese Government caused suspicion. Why did it ask the overseas Chinese to buy up masks, gloves and other personal protective items from most countries in December 2019 and send these back to China, causing worldwide shortages of these items which China itself produces and exports. Is that mean China knew about the possible pandemic, which would be caused by coronavirus in advance? Why does China not export Remdisivir, the possible cure for the pneumonia caused by the coronavirus? Why both Peking and Shanghai, both not far from Wuhan, have so few people affected by Coronavirus, when the major victims are from Italy, the USA and Spain, which are thousands of miles from Wuhan? Why did, in last November and December 2019, millions of Chinese tourists go out of China to these countries? Why did some beautiful Chinese girls go to Italy in January 2020 and ask Italianians to hug them? Are these all just coincidental?

Two senior officers of the Peoples Liberation Army of China, Qiao Liang and Wang Xiangsui, wrote a book named Unrestricted Warfare or Warfare beyond Bounds in 1999, about how to defeat a technologically superior enemy through a variety of means, all banned by the international law, which China does not care [10]. These means can put the enemy in a condition that no direct military action would be needed. It is known as Fourth Generation Warfare, first proposed by a team of American military strategists led by William Lind [11], who suggested that there should not be any difference between combatants and civilians. This is totally unacceptable in India according to Kautlya in his Arthashashtra, but the Western countries and China do not care about any ethics in war. That is the reason Prithiraj Chouhan was captured by Mohammed Ghouri, who was defeated before by Chouhan but according to the ethics of war in India was released with honour [12-14].

Thus, releasing a deadly virus can serve the purpose of China in another way. Most companies and airlines are in serious
financial problem with their share prices are going down and they will be bankrupt soon. China can take advantage of this by buying up most of these companies in distress. India government took a preemptive action against these types of Chinese attacks on companies in India under financial stress but other countries are yet to take any action. Rothschild at the time of the battle of Trafalgar spread a rumor in London that Napoleon won the battle. As a result, share prices in London stock market collapsed and Rothschild purchased them all. China may do the same in very near future. Lives of a million people are too insignificant for that strategy of a war without any ethics.
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